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Dining Services to expand Memorial Union hours
Student Auxiliary Services
and the Deans of Students office
that
announced
recently
Memorial Union's hours will be
expanded to better serve students due to requests from students in recent days.
Edward Nase, director of
Dining Services, attributed the
changes to "the response from
the campus community." Nase
noted that going forward, the

hours for Union Central will be
7 - 12 a.m. Sunday-Monday and
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday. Previously the hours
had been 7 a.m. - 7 p.m. all
week.
Hours at the Bear's Den bar
have also been expanded to 4
p.m. - 12 a.m., Tuesday through
Thursday and 4 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday.
Hours last spring for the

Bear's Den were 8 p.m. - 12
a.m., Tuesday through Thursday
and 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday.
The Bear's Den will now also
offer a job menu with bar and
table"&ices, Nase said.
"I believe these adjustments
should better serve the campus
community," Nase said in an email to The Maine Campus. "I
appreciate [students'] concerns

And counting ...

and support for meeting the
needs of the University of
Maine."
The adjustment in hours
comes in conjunction with the
grand opening of the Bear's
Den, scheduled for Friday, Sept.
24.
New hours for Union Central
will go into effect on Monday,
Sept. 27.
Robert Q. Dana, dean of stu-

dents, commented further on the
new hours changes, saying he
feels they will be beneficial to
students.
"The Bear's Den is apparently going to be an unbelievably
great resource for students,"
Dana said. "Student voices matter and I appreciate that many of
you reached out to effect a
change in service hours."
-Compiled by staff reports

Chi Omega wins big
at national conference
By Angela Fiandaca
Staff Writer
from
the
The
women
University of Maine's Xi Beta
chapter of the Chi Omega fraternity left their national convention
in Texas this past June with three
more reasons to be proud of
themselves. The representatives
returned from San Antonio with
awards for Most Improved
Recruitment, Outstanding House
Corporation and an Award of
Excellence. UMaine's chapter of
Chi Omega was one of two chapters in the country to win this
many awards.
"Being from Maine and a
small chapter, you're just happy
to be there [at the national convention]. Anything extra like
awards is awesome," said Erica
Hutchinson, Chi Omega's panhellenic delegate and a third-year
business administration major.
UMaine's chapter had five
people representing it at the convention, including Hutchinson,
Marisa
President
Polk,
Recruitment Chair
Kristen

McAlpine, House Corporation
President Yolanda Sly and persmile! adviser Andrea Cole.
Sly was a large part of the
chapter winning the Outstanding
House Corp. award for "exceptional work achieved by the
House Corporation," made up of
alumni, according to Polk, president and third-year communications science and disorders major.
The most significant award
the
Most Improved
was
Recruitment, proving hard work
pays off since only one chapter
receives this award each year,
according to Polk.
Chi Omega members have
tried hard to "keep the Greek system alive" at UMaine by holding
recruitment workshops for all
sorority chapters on campus.
Currently, under guidelines provided by the Panhellenic Council,
UMaine sororities can have up to
50 participating members each.
Only about two of the six sororities on campus reached that goal
last year. Members of Chi Omega
want to increase each chapter's
See AWARDS on Page 2

Location and administration
still uncertain for Bumstock
By Khela Kupiec
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

SEEING RED — The lawn of Julie Balaban and Alan Gerber on Main Street was covered
with flags Saturday in memory of the soldiers who have died in Iraq. About 15 people
helped plant the flags at the event sponsored by The Peace and Justice Center of
Eastern Maine. "They came out in the downpour. Unfortunately, we can't count the deaths
of Iraqis and soldiers from other countries because we can't get that information, but this
we can do," Balaban said. They plan to update the lawn once a week.

recreation center could be well
worth the pain, officials say.
"This building will be more
Bumstock will need a tempo- than a wellness center — It will
rary home when plans for a $25 be a place to meet people, to
million recreational center are hangout, to relax ... Bottom
put into action in the late spring line, this recreational center will
or early summer of 2005. keep UMaine competitive,equal
Construction plans propose with other schools and signifies
building in the area to the left of the growth of our institution,"
Bumstock Field, facing the said Cortlynn Hepler, president
stage. Until construction is fin- of the student body and recreished in the fall of 2007, atiicM'conter cmwittee member
Bumstock Field will not be in recent e-mAit
The state-of-the- It facility
available for use. However,
there are currently no plans for will completely take tbj.p1ace of
an alternative Bumstock site. the Lath i Fitness C er with
Depending on when ground is everything from baske all, racbroken, this year's Bumstock quetball and:. mult,. purpose
may still be held in the "tradi- courts to viornk*Vetts, a pool
and a food andrUNerage center.
tional" field.
The new director for the
inconvenience
to
The
BUMSTOCK on Page 2
See
new
the
Bumstock caused by
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Monday, Sept. 20, 2004
Power Yoga
Campus Recreation will
host a power yoga class from
5 to 6 p.m. in the All Purpose
Room of Memorial Gym. For
information call Paul Stern at
581-1082.
Intervarsity Bible study
Christian
Intervarsity
Fellowship will hold its southside Bible study at 6 p.m. in
study
lounge
of
the
Estabrooke Hall. For information e-mail Sarah Junkins on
FirstClass.
Tuesday, Sept. 21, 2004
Intervarsity large group
Christian
Intervarsity
Fellowship will host its weekly
large group meeting at 7 p.m.
in the Bangor Lounge of
Memorial Union. For information e-mail Sarah 'Junkins on
FirstClass.
Talk on the nuclear threat
The Department of Physics
and Astronomy will host a talk
entitled "Solving the Nuclear
Threat: From the Iraq War to
True Security," with speaker
Kevin Knobloch, president of
the Union of Concerned
Scientists. The event will be
held from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the
University Club in Raymond
H. Fogler Library.
Prayer session offered
The Wilson Center will host
a prayer and mediation session for University members
from 4 to 5 p.m. today in the
of
Drummond
Chapel
Memorial Union. For information contact Timoth Sylvia on
FirstClass.

Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2004
Excel workshop
IT's Faculty Development
center will host a seminar for faculty and staff on the Microsoft
program
Excel.
software
Participants can expect to learn
how to integrate the program into
course management, specifically
grading. For information call the
center at 581-3472.
Intervarsity Bible study
Christian
Intervarsity
Fellowship will host its weekly
Hilltop Bible study at 8 p.m. in the
TV lounge of Knox Hall. For information e-mail Sarah Junkins on
FirstClass.
Belay seminar
MaineBound will host a belay
seminar from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
MaineBound barn located next to
the Maine Center for the Arts. For
information call Paul Stern at
581-1082.
Graduate School picnic
The Graduate School will host
its annual picnic for graduate faculty, students, staff and families
from 4 to 6 p.m. at the University
Dock and Picnic Area, down by
the river. For information call
Dottie Poisson at 581-3217.
Submitting Information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event.
Deadlines for submissions are 9
a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for
Thutsday publication.
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AWARDS
From Page 1
recruitment numbers so that all
chapters are working with the
most members they are allowed,
according to Hutchinson.
"Recruitment has always been
one of [Chi Omega's] strengths,
so we want to share that knowledge and skills with other chapters who maybe haven't had the
same support from their national
headquarters as we have,"
Hutchinson said.
Keeping the system up and
running is at the forefront of Chi
Omega's goals this year, because
of what sororities bring to the
overall college experience,
according to Polk.
"It fosters so many relations.
You meet so many people. It's
basically a little community within a larger community," Polk
said.-"It's just a lot of fun."
"It provides young women
with a well-rounded college
experience," Hutchinson said.
"To get the most out of college
you need to have scholarship,
community service, social events
and friendships. These are all
things you need to have to make
your experience worthwhile."
The term "sisters," referring to
those friends made within a
sorority, is not an exaggeration,
according to Hutchinson, who
said her sorority members will be
"lifelong friends."
"That's not to say you can't
find that in a regular college
experience [outside Greek Life],
but [sororities] really strengthen
those bonds," Hutchinson said.
A significant part of Chi
Omega's college experience
includes striving for excellence
within scholarship. The Award of
Excellence was given to this
chapter for having an overall
grade point average above 2.9,
achieving a quota during formal
recruitment, initiating at least 85
percent of the women who
pledged during formal recruitment, having all forms in on
time,service to the local community and hospitality during
national 'consultant visits. Only
32 of the 170 chapters across the
country received this award,

BUMSTOCK
From Page 1
Bumstock Committee is still in
the process of being hired. A
decision should be made by the
end of this week, and planning
for Bumstock will begin right
away, student government officials said.
Joshua Luce, vice president

CAMPUS PHOTO BY MEGAN MARSANSKIS

Kristen McAlpine (from left) Marisa Polk and Erica
Hutchinson sit with their awards they recieved last June
in Texas for their chapter of Chi Omega's excellence.
according to Polk.
"To receive that award meant
that we go above and beyond
expectation and we managed to
do that in every category,"
Hutchinson said. "It was really
exciting to be able to achieve that
level."
Scholarship is not just a priority of Chi Omega's, but it is the
foundation for their six purposes
to which they hold themselves
accountable, according
to
Hutchinson.
"It's important to keep our
GPA up, because that shows we
can be leaders on campus and we
can balance our social obligations with scholarships," Polk
said.
Already off to an encouraging

start, the Chi Omega women
intend to focus on improving the
Greek system, recruitment and
their national philanthropy with
the Make-A-Wish foundation.
Continual growth is what has
gotten this chapter to where it is
now and is what will take it
along the path of accomplishing
its
goals,
according
to
Hutchinson.
"We're a very strong bunch of
women who are sometimes discouraged by the fact that we are
in Maine and Greek Life isn't
exactly huge here," Hutchinson
said."But if we just focus on our
values and goals then we can
compete and even exceed the
standards of larger chapters
everywhere else in the nation."

of student entertainment, is in
charge of hiring for the yearlong position. Luce said he is
looking for a student with program experience and great managerial skills, coupled with a
passion for Bumstock that will
bring fresh new ideas and
change.
"It's not easy finding a student with these qualifications
and it is not uncommon for the
director position to remain

empty the first month of fall
semester," Luce said. "There
will still be plenty of time for
planning. The possible inconvenience of a new location and
the delay in finding a director
will not put a damper on
Bumstock."
"I think Bumstock will be
great this year. We hope to
make it more of a festival
atmosphere rather then just a
concert." Luce said.

Join
the
gang
Write for
t
A
News section.
Contact Richard Redmond on
First Class or by phone at
581-1270 for details.
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Engineering honor society names
former president of GSS Laureate

POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer

By Rick Redmond
News Editor

Police investigate alleged
assualt at Edwards rally

University of Maine alumnus
Matthew Rodrigue has been
named the 2004 Laureate for Tau
Beta Pi, the engineering honor
society. Rodrigue graduated from
An investigation involving at Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity UMaine in May of this year with
assault of a woman at the John on Saturday, Sept. 11. He is dual degrees in computer and
Edward's rally on Wednesday, currently facing charges for electrical engineering.
Tau Beta Pi seeks to recognize
Sept. 8 is still ongoing. A burglary, in addition to other
engineering students who excel
woman contacted police at 4:23 unrelated charges.
in areas beyond their technical
p.m. on Friday, Sept. 10, claiming that a man working at the
Not quick enough to avoid majors and honor those who
rally had assaulted her. While underage drinking summons
demonstrate superior scholarship
the woman was walking to
A man was issued a sum- and exemplary character.
"I was really honored just to
cross a rope marking the mons following a situation on
boundary of the rally area, a Sebago Road at 8:46 p.m. on be nominated by the chapter,"
volunteer apparently grabbed Monday, Sept. 8. An officer Rodrigue said."Winning was just
her arm, causing a bruise. No noticed a person who appeared ... well, pretty cool."
Rodrigue is one of 56 other
charges have been filed and this to be underage walking'
investigation is ongoing.
unsteadily on their feet. The Tau Betas who have been named
office approached the man, Laureates since 1982.
Alleged TKE burglar may identified as Walter Fyler, 19.
The Tau Beta Pi award comes
also face theft charges at When the officer spoke to on the heels of another award,the
Theta Chi
Fyler, he fled the scene on foot. Alton T. Zerby and Carl T.
Following an incident on The officer caught up with him Koerner award, from Eta Kappa
Monday, Sept. 6, involving and confirmed Fyler was under Nu,a national electrical engineerJames Stevens, 18, officers did 21 years old. Fyler was issued a ing honor society. Rodrigue was
a follow-up
investigation summons for illegal possession named the most outstanding elecregarding a trophy that Stevens of alcohol by a minor by con- trical engineering student in the
nation in May of this year.
had in his possession. The tro- sumption.
Rodrigue admitted he was a
phy was identified as belonging
little surprised about the
to Theta Chi fraternity, based
Swimmer's wallet lifted
on the inscription on the base.
A theft occurred at the onslaught of recent awards, but
Officers spoke with the house Memorial Gym sometime still honored. He modestly shifted
advisor of the fraternity, who before 4:43 p.m. on Monday, the credit away from his own perconfirmed that the trophy did Sept. 13. A woman claimed sonal accomplishments.
"I think it really reflects well
belong to Theta Chi. He stated that while she was swimming
that all damage done to the tro- in the Wallace Pool, her wallet on the University of Maine engiphy had been there prior to it was taken from the women's neering program," Rodrigue said.
Rodrigue will travel to
missing and that no one had locker room. The wallet connoticed it was missing. Stevens tamed $50 in cash as well as Orlando, Fla. in early October to
was also found in connection several pieces of identification receive his award from Tau Beta
Pi, which includes a plaque and a
with the burglary that occurred and credit cards.
$2,500 cash prize. Rodrigue will
be accepting his award from Eta
Kappa Nu in Urbana, Ill. on
October 23.
While a student at UMaine,
Rodrigue served various stints as
voting member of the Board of
Trustees, president of Student
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We'll Pay you up to $300
To Park Your CarA Limited
Here
Time Offer
UCU Auto BuyBack Program
In just a few minutes, you could reduce your monthly payments and
your annual interest rate. PLUS we're paying you cash. . .
Cash Payout
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Loan Amount
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ON BOARD — Matt Rodrigue listens to Dean Lavon Bartel's
presentation on the university's service to the community
during Sunday's Board of Trustees meeting.

Government and was the chartering president of the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity. Among his
other
accomplishments
at
UMaine were awards for student
leader of the year and fraternity
man of the year.
Interim President of UMaine
Robert Kennedy was quoted in a

release, praising Rodrigue for his
service to the university.
"Matthew has been an invaluable member of our community,
serving this university and his
fellow students in numerous
capacities, all while doing exemplary work in the classroom,"
Kennedy said.

Trustees to vote
on strategic plan
on Monday
A report from the strategic
planning steering committee will
be given at a committee of the
whole meeting, held from 8:15
— 10:15 a.m. on Monday morning at Wells Conference Center.
The board of trustees meeting
will begin at 1:30 p.m., also at
Wells Conference Center on
campus. Both meetings are open
to the public. Anyone wishing to
speak at the BOT meeting is
encouraged to sign up before I
p.m. on Monday.

R

flexible Terms • Easy Application

So what are you waiting for?
Ask a UCU representative about refinancing your current auto loan
or financing your next purchase with UCU.
Apply online

www.ucu.maine.edu

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

The Way Financial Services Should Be
Orono

Portland

Bangor

800-696-8628

800-455-1906

866-875-5053

.299% Annual Percentage. Rate iS
vehicles with tertit up to 24 raonth$ in.:lading automatic payment
-braking account. Comet I./CUR'',more information on rates, terms and eligibility n.quirentents
Irmon IS.1.1(
liOnaise refinnncin not eli ible. Rate subnet 40 c
without notice

Interim President Kennedy,
shown at left, adresses the
board of trustees Sunday
afternoon during a presentation on the UMaine's
cooperative extension.
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Caution: Tree crossing

Rep. Sanders encourages
students to 'impact'change
By Cate Tiller
Staff Writer

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

CLEAR THE WAY — Traffic backs up in Orono Sunday afternoon after a tree on Mark
and Debe Averill's property at 265 Main St. fell and completely blocked the street for
nearly an hour. "There wasn't much wind but apparenty enough to knock it down," Mark
Averill said.

How far you go is up to you.
At American Express, you'll start out as a financial advisor, but how
you build and grow your practice is up to you. As your practice grows,
so will your income. Once you become a successful financial advisor
with a solid client base, you'll have the option, if you qualify, to
become an independent financial advisor and even pursue leadership
opportunities. No matter which path you choose, you'll always have
all the support and training you need. For more information about a
career as a financial advisor, visit:
americanexpress.com/advisorcareers.
To begin your journey, contact:
Kim Walsh
Recruiting Coordinator
500 Southborough Drive
South Portland, ME 04106
207-772-1894 x 230

Matthew Schroeder
Field Vice President
500 Southborough Drive
South Portland, ME 04106
207-772-1894 x 203

Half a million organized students marching on Washington,
brandishing their voting power,
could double the amount of
financial aid given out. That's
according to Congressman
Bernie Sanders, who spoke at
the University of Maine last
night.
The problem, Sanders said,
is that students don't know how
to "impact the
political
process." They don't see the
connection between their lives
and politics.
happens
in
"What
Washington is of enormous
importance," he said.
Sanders is the only independent member of the U.S.
House of Representatives. He
has been representing Vermont
in Washington for the past 14
years.
For those already opposed to
President Bush, Sanders comments would have crystalized
their views. But that wasn't his
point. He was trying to cut
through the apathy of young
voters with his message.
At any political event in the
past year, most people probably
will have heard that this will be
the most important election of
this generation, Stephen King
said just a week and a half ago
out on the mall. Last night was
no different, but Sanders
backed up the cliche with
emphatic and often disturbing
details.
He spoke about the failures of
the Bush administration in every
arena. "Virtually everything
IBushl is doing is making a difficult situation worse," he said.
He started off with the collapse of the middle class. Four
million people have dropped
below the poverty line during
Bush's tenure. The gap between
the rich and the poor has
widened. New jobs, in contrast
to the 1.7 million lost, are primarily low-wage and don't
offer living wages or decent

Applications for Spring '05
Semester Student
Teaching/Internships are
now available at the Student
Teaching Office,130 Shibles
Hall. Application deadline
is October 8 for students
ready to begin an
internship in the Spring
2005 Semester.

Info session. Monday, Sept. 27, at 6:00 p.m. at the Career Center
Interviews: Monday, Oct. 4, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

American Express Financial Advisors Inc. Menzber NASD. American Express
Company is separate from American Express Financial Advisors Inc. and is not a
broker-dealer.
TM (-8(0766-2979 Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
4/04
2003-2004 American Express Financial Corporation. All rights reserved.

benefits. For the first time we
have fewer lower-income students going to college because,
according to Sanders, they
don't want to risk getting into
debt for a degree that won't pay
off their student loans.
"You young people should be
very, very nervous," he said.
Then Sanders touched on the
topic of health care and how
Bush
has received
huge
amounts of money in campaign
funding from the pharmaceutical corporations.
"The President works day
and night to make sure
Congress doesn't lower the cost
of prescription drugs," said
Sanders.
Sanders believes Bush's
trade policies are disasterous,
causing us to lose jobs overseas
to outsourcing, which he publicly supports. Bush has the
worst environmental record in
the history of all American
presidents.
"Bush is not a conservative
president. He is a right-wing.
extremist president," Sanders
said. Sanders added that if
[Bush] stays in office, no longer
needing to hold
himself
accountable to the people, he
will get worse.
"Women's right to choose
will be gone," he asserted.
"What I'm saying I know
sounds harsh ... [Bush's] decsions are made on behalf of the
wealthy and the powerful. He
knows what he's doing." "
When asked by a former
Vermonter about the shift further and further right by the
Republican party, "What happened to the people I used to
trust ... like John McCain?"
Sanders answered candidly. He
believes that the fault lies, in
part, with the moderate republicans who haven't stood up to
the right-wingers like Speaker
of the House Tom DeLay.
But Sanders doesn't want
you to take his word for any of
this. "Your job is not to believe
me. Your job is to check it out,"
he said.

For further
information,
call Maxine
Harrow at
581-2456.
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You say
you want a
revolution
Students often complain
their voices are not heard, and
more often than not, that is
sadly the case. We at The Maine
Campus were pleased to hear of
recent instances where students
came together to affect positive
and substantial change.
The extension of hours at
several vending locations within Memorial Union is both
uplifting and encouraging —
specifically because the administration listened to those they
serve and moved to address
those issues. Students require
the Union for the service and
assistance to offset the often
hectic study and work schedules. The Union is a place for
all members of the University
to come together and commingle. Severely limiting access
was an oversight, and we are
thankful for the change.
Dean of Students Robert
Dana, Dining Services Director
Ed Nase and Student Auxiliary
Services are to be commended
for their efforts to improve the
University of Maine's studentcentered atmosphere.
Another example of students affecting change is
Headstart's decision to donate
its check from its Rock Against
Rape performance to Rape
Response Services. Headstart,
motivated by a mention in a
Sept. 16 Maine Campus article,
donated all of its proceeds
from the show, indicating that
the members of the band were
not "money-grubbing" in the
least.
It is notable to mention that
the only bands that received
checks were Headstart and As
Fast As, while Vague Valentine,
Almost
Home, Stoplight
Rehearsal
and
Now
Transmission played au gratis.
We should remember RAR's
main objective: to promote
rape awareness and to rock out.
Kudos to all bands for their
commitment to a great cause,
and kudos to Headstart members for speaking their mind
and letting their voices be
heard.
Maybe it's a sign of things to
come. Maybe UMaine will
become the bastion of social
and moral change that so many
college students want to see in
their university. Only you can
make things happen. Be an
instrument of social change —
no matter how big or small —
rather than the voice for it.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than .410 words in length and
should include the author's name,
4tddress,academic major or job title and
phone =Tiber or e-mail address. The
Maine C'tzenpus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 IVIt:rnorra1 Unio»
Orono 04.409-5748
or e-mail:
opinion0jmainecarnpus corn
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Bananas
split
New look for
mascot gets
mixed reaction
JASON W.
CLARK
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

Worse than that, they relegate those other than the party
faithful, who have sworn allegiance to the republican ticket,
to areas far removed from the
actual speech sight so as not to
cause any discomfort to the
speaker.
Let's be fair here: What's
good for one, is good for the
other. In a perfect world, any-

one should be able to go hear
these candidates speak, regardless of their party affiliation.
In a perfect world, everyone
would remain respectful and
civil during these speeches and
be able to make up their own
mind without the political
manipulations put forth by the
candidates party. Those days

I've seen the new Bananas. I
even have the pin to prove it,
which I wear in shame. Not to
knock the pins, they're very nice.
Whenever I look at mine, I get a
warm,fuzzy feeling inside knowing the money I pay for tuition is
being so well spent. The sense of
shame I feel wells up from a
wound deeper than anything a pin
could ever inflict. The pain comes
from a big, black-bear shaped
hole in my heart. Our old friend
Bananas has been replaced, and
the "new guy" is no comparison.
I've been told the purpose of
the make over was to make our
mascot a little less cute and a lot
more fierce. I can respect that
choice, after all, a giant teddy
bear doesn't exactly come to
mind when I make a mental list
of things that intimidate me. The
problem lies in the execution.
It's going to take a lot more
than flipping his hat around
backwards to make Bananas
scare somebody — for future
note, squinting his eyes and
painting on a scowl don't exactly
help a whole lot either. Now after
all that work, Bananas just looks
like some pissed-off refugee
from Sesame Street, and the only
scary thing to come out of that
neighborhood has been TickleMe Elmo.
I've also heard that the costume was changed to make it easier to move around in. Now,
maybe this is just my opinion, but
when you sign on to wear the
Bananas costume, aren't you
already making sacrifices? In
fact, couldn't that pretty easily be
summed up as the literal definition of "taking one for the team?"
Is it really that hard to suck it up
and waddle around for a few
hours? Nobody is expecting the
mascot to jump around and do
flips. After all, that's what the
cheerleaders are there for. All he
really has to do is strut around the

See LETTERS on Page 7

See BANANAS on Page 7

News Editor Rick Redmond • 581.1270
newsainiutimtrampus.com

Asa. Photo Editor Sarah Nancy

Erasing the elitism
Ideals of Greek system often misconstrued
While walking through the
Memorial Union the other day, I
noticed a man in the Marketplace
wearing what appeared to be a
well-worn T-shirt. It was a longsleeve, gray piece of cloth emblazoned with a multitude of fraternity and sorority names and symASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
bols, arranged in the likeness of
the "Survivor" logo. Now,as you viewing hit one of my buttons and
can tell by my picture, I'm a lov- launched me into an internal
able, affable human being who tirade of why exactly it sucked.
cares for all of God's creatures,
Greeks do what better? One
but the words on this particular must first ask what this elusive
shirt irritated me.
'what' is. Could it be academics?
"No matter the letter, Greeks Arguably, school performance
do it better," the shirt proclaimed. peaks and valleys in all student
As a fraternity member myself, groups. Could it be athletics?
I've seen the shirt dozens of times. Maybe,but then again, you've got
But for some odd reason this amazing athletes in fraternities

and then you have me, who
couldn't throw a football to save
my life. Maybe the shirt is referring to social situations; parties,
gatherings and the like? And
again, not everyone donning

Greek letters can entertain.
Ahh,I have it! Maybe the shirt
is saying Greeks are better at relationships? You know, that
boyfriend-girlfriend shit everyone
seems obsessed with. No offense
to my peers, but this isn't always
the case. Just because you're
Greek doesn't mean you know to
supercharge your equipment any
better than the next guy or gal.
And so, from my semiconfortable chair in a newsroom some
See GREEKS on Page 7

Letters to the Editor
'More Edwards news
In regards to the letter from
the "concerned parent" regarding the so-called discriminatory
practice of ticket allocation for
the John Edwards speech, I am
wondering if this parent is
aware that the Bush-Cheney
campaign isn't allowing any
democrats to attend their rallies.

TJjp
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GREEKS
From Page 6
see as a convenience store, I sit
and ponder fraternities and sororities. I think, and know from
experience that the Greek system
affords its members a chance to
connect with their collegiate
peers in a more personal and
unique way. Along this journey,
you discover more about yourself •
and who you are, where you're
going, and one way as to how to
get there.
My own time thus far in a fraternity has changed me. Some of
my closest friends are Greek,
some are not. And maybe being
Greek is for you. Maybe it's not.
Being Greek not only propels
you to a greater level of responsibility and service, but also the
chance to interact with an entirely
new plane of people you would
never meet in a million years .In
college we're constantly told
diversity is a key staple for all
facets of life. It's paraded through
our minds as freshman and stapled there at graduation. Contrary
to popular belief, fraternities and

sororities are excellent places for
different people to meld and grow
through college; they are excellent bastions of diversity. I've met
so many different people through
my interaction in the Greek community, and I wouldn't trade it for
anything.
And yet, there are some who
would attack Greeks as arrogant,
self-obsessed jackasses who worship hair gel and condom packages. Maybe that's your view,and
you're entitled to it. But I know
jackasses in every area of life, and
I know Greeks are just one part of
life.
So if you have that T-shirt I
just spoke of, burn it. The mantra
should be: "No matter the letter,
Greeks work together." And if
you're at all interested in Greek
life, explore it. Get involved. Go
to a rush event, talk to some fraternity and sorority members,
heck, talk to nonmembers. Ask
people about it. Be informed.
Like anything and everything else
in life, the choice is yours. And
from where I'm sitting, the choice
is clear.
Ernest Scheyder is a junior
journalism major and a proud
brother ofBeta Theta Pi.

What kind of message are we
sending when we convert to
"Ghetto Bananas?"I say we make
a stand. After all, Bananas has
From Page 6
been entertaining this campus for
field, and wave to the kids. If years now. Doesn't he deserve the
things get desperate and he really peace of mind that comes from
needs to get the crowd fired up, knowing he has a competent
he can always go over to the other replacement or at the very least
side and pick a fight with the one who doesn't look like he has
other team's mascot.
seen one too many Eminem
In the end it comes down to music videos? I swear to God,if I
one important truth: Bananas the see him "raise the roof" one more
Bear is more than just a guy in a time I might be forced to have a
funny costume, he's a guy in a psychotic episode.
funny costume that embodies the
Jason W.Clark is a sophomore
spirit of our school.
journalism major.

BANANAS

a student chastising one party
for doing the same thing as the
other one isn't any less manipulative.

LETTERS
From Page 6
are probably gone. An indignant letter sent by the parent of
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Todd Settlemire
UMaine class of 1986

Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

• Rock Against Rape
• UMaine football
fi,Mix CDs
• Cooler weather
• Monkey knife fights
• The new 'Bananas'
• This weekend's Yankees series
• Coffee price hike in Memorial Union
• Cold weather
• Erectile Dysfunction

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.

Vexed by vegans •
Dining funds wasted by over-catering to select few
Most hungry UMaine students
get roped into at least half a dozen
trips to the cafeteria each week.
The commons employees do their
best to make as many tasty dishes
as they can with their limited
resources. Unfortunately, some
students have taken it upon themselves to refuse some of the great
dishes presented to them. We call
these troublemakers vegetarians.
The problem isn't that vegetarians don't want to eat the nutritious meals that most people love.
They have
that
right.
The problem
is that the
cafeteria has
to use up
resources
and
menu
slots
earmarked for a
voluntary
minority. Instead of going into
'vegetarian meals, these slots
could have gone into more
options for real people.
We're less then a month into
the semester and we've probably
been presented with lasagna 20
times. Not a single one has contained any form of meat. Sausage
lasagna is a beautiful work of art.
Ancient Aztecs openly worshiped
it as if it were a god. The Romans
built white marble edifices in its
honor. Mozart wrote three separate symphonies in an attempt to
thank the delicious entree for its
rich layers and gentle texture.
Here, in the dark halls of the cafeteria, we worship a false idol
called white cheese lasagna. It's

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
plain and doesn't try to make a
stand. It doesn't want to risk
offending anyone. Instead, it's a
bland dish that stands for nothing.
If .plain lasagna was on life sup-

to the destruction of more animals. It doesn't matter that cows
are not killed for their bones. The
bones would have gone to waste,
but someone got the idea to salvage them instead of letting them
rot. This is just like what the
noble savages that used to roam
this country did during their heyday.
The truth is vegans can never
really get away from animal products because automobiles are powered by fossil fuels. For those of
you with letterman jackets, petroleum products
are known as
"fossil" fuels
because they
are formed
f rom
dinosaur
bodies. So
even if you drive a shiny little
Volkswagen Beetle with a personalized license plate and a big ol'
peace sign bumper sticker, you're
still a blood-drenched exploiter
because you use a product made
from an animal.
Thankfully, science has once
again bailed out our sickly vegan
friends. A new engine is being
developed that doesn't need evil
oil to make it run. Unfortunately,
the only fuel that can power it is
kitten blood. Personally, I think
scientists should scrap the project
and invent a gun that shoots
sausage into pans of white cheese
lasagna.
Mike Hartwell is a juniorjournalism major.

"As crazy as simple vegetarians are,
they're not nearly as insane as vegans."
Mike Hartwell,
The Maine Campus

port, I'd pull the plug. I wouldn't
care if it had a living will. If that
didn't do the job and no one was
looking, I'd smother it with a pillow or put bleach in its IV drip.
By pandering to people with
selfish, unhealthy diets, we're
encouraging them. It's like giving
a free drink to anyone with an AA
card. These people need our help,
not blind acceptance.
As crazy as simple vegetarians
are,they're not nearly as insane as
vegans. These people won't eat
any food product that an animal
has even looked at. They won't
even eat granulated sugar because
animal bone char is used as a filter in factories. The theory is that
consuming these products leads

Cutler's not cutting it
New policies counterproductive, confusing to students
There are times when this
campus could simply be called a
work in progress. The powers
that be always seem to be ripping up the road to make way
for some new steam line or
destroying five parking spaces
to make two. I will give it to
them though, over most of the
four plus years I have been here
it seems to be these changes are
for the better. Right when
progress and growth appear to
be occurring all around us,
though, they go and take a perfectly good system like Cutler
Health Center and totally regain
their title as the morons that
make big decisions.
For those of you that don't
know, you used to be able to
walk into Cutler, fill out one
piece of paper on a clip board
and see a doctor. This was a
nice, simple way of doing
things. If you had questions you
could ask the receptionist. You
had plenty of time to read The
Maine Campus, chat with you
girlfriend if she accompanied
you, and if you were alone, you
could snag some free condoms
from the basket.
This has all changed now that
Cutler has become the computer
cluster-screw it is now. Gone are
the days of convenience. I went
in there the other day to find my

ADAM
FULLER
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
self in a hell that seems like an
IT staffer's wet dream. You go
in and suddenly are guided to a
computer where you must navigate through 15 computer
screens just to make an appointment. Then if you are ,lucky,
they will contact you within
eight hours to tell you what time
is good for them. Wtf? I was in
a condition where I was in no
mood to wait for the doctor. I
also find I rarely plan on getting
sick and wanting to wait eight
hours or more for them to get
back to me.
I was, however, kindly
informed that I could see a doctor while I was there if my condition was an emergency. At that
point I couldn't help myself and
simply had to ask,"Why did you
guys change all this?" I was
expecting an answer that had
something to do with record
keeping or record transfer.
Instead I was told it was to make
it easier for students, as well as
confidentiality. She told me this
way I would only have to
explain my condition to the doctor, lessening chance of some-

one hearing it. Seems good in
theory right?
Not wanting to wait, I said
my condition was an emergency.
It clearly wasn't but I figured,
"what the hell?" I wasn't gonna'
have to talk about it until I got to
the doctor. At that point, I was
asked what was wrong with me.
I will run that by you again for
you freshman. I was told I
wouldn't have to talk in the open
about my condition, yet immediately afterwards. I was asked at
the reception desk to describe my
problem with a line of students
waiting behind me. The same
woman who informed me about
the benefits of the new technology, especially concerning patient
confidentiality, asked me to
openly divulge my condition.
In summary, I gotta' say that
this new system bites. It's more
work for the students, and from
what I can tell, the doctors seem
to be busting hump to adjust to it
too. I only hope it makes things
easier for records and billing
purposes. I also hope and keeps
the IT minions happy, because
right now it is as utterly pointless to me as an article about
some UMaine facebook Web
site, or the Memorial Union.
Adam Fuller is a fifth-year
anthropology major who has
officially checked out.

•

Inside
Bartending • The Purple
Hooter, a classic with its
taste and color. Page 12

style

MUSIC
The Prince Myshkins
7 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 20
Memorial Union
Free
Young Buck & Lloyd Banks
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 23
Cumberland County Civic
Center
$40 - $50

Motor Booty Affair
Friday, Sept. 24
Seadog, Bangor
Midnight Mosiac
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 24
Memorial Union
Monothief
8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 30
Memorial Union
Free

ART
"The Faculty Collects"
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Through Sunday, Oct. 10
Carnagie Hall
Free
"Glimpse Into a Lost World"
Through Monday, December
20
Hudson Museum
Free
Entertainment:
$1 Climbing Night
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Through Wednesday, Sept. 29
Maine Bound Center
$1
Cribbage Night
8 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 20
Memorial Union
Free

MOVIES

Hellsing
9:00 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 17
DPC 100
Free

THEATER
"Dracula"
Wednesday, Sept. 22
Penobscot Theatre

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cant drinks
Collage Night
Thursdays
'The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees

If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Kearney on FirstClass.

Whatever
happened to
wrestling?
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer

Talib Keweli
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 24
Ushuaia
$20 - $25

Excel Saga
6:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 17
DPC 100
Free

ZOX
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Lead singer Corey Deshane of the local band Almost Home kicked off the third
annual Rock Against Rape concert Saturday. Despite a low turnout due to rain,
Almost Home's emo sound and original lyrics rocked the stage.

can't

STOP
the

ROCK
Even uncooperative
weather could not
halt the festivities of
2004's Rock Against
Rape on Saturday

By Pattie Barry
Head Copy Editor
n Saturday night,Sigma Phi Epsilon in
collaboration with the University
Volunteer Ambulance Corps,Public
Safety and the Safe Campus Project put
on UMaine's third annual Rock Against Rape.
Almost Home,Stoplight Rehearsal, Now
Transmission, Vague Valentine, Headstart and As
Fast As all braved the chilly venue in order to put
on a great show for a great cause.
The show was located at the entrance to the
baseball diamond behind Cutler Health Center. As
well as free admission,free food was provided by
the brothers at Sig Ep,much needed to warm up
concert-goers on the chilly September evening.
The first band to warm up the crowd at 5 p.m.
was Almost Home,who had to play their set in the
rain. Having played at both Bumstock last year and
at the Frequency,the band is no stranger to UMaine
students. Self-described by lead singer Cory
Deshane,a Husson College New England School of
Conununications student,the band is "emo-based"
rock,citing influences such as the Get-up Kids and
Taking Back Sunday.
"[Our] lyrics are very heart-on-sleeve,and the
music tries to rock when we can," Deshane said.
See ROCK on page 12

Picture this: It's 1987. I'm
curled up on the couch in my
Transformers p.j.'s watching a
tape of "Saturday Night Main
Event" that my mom had recorded for me the night before —
this was before the genius of
TiVo. Just as t raised the heaping
spoonful of Mr.T cereal into my
mouth, the unthinkable happened: On the television screen,
Andre the Giant pinned Hulk
Hogan with the help of his manager, Bobby "The Brain"
Heenan. Was this really happening? My 6-year-old mind could
not grasp the notion of a world
without the Hulkster as the
champ. In disgust, I dropped my
spoon and marched upstairs to
my bedroom where I hid for a
lengthy hour or so, sulking. And
in "kid world," an hour seems
like an eternity. How was
Hulkamania going to "run wild"
now? My little heart was
crushed.
In 1987, it was actually cool
to like professional wrestling.
Teens proudly wore their Hulk
Hogan or Macho Man t-shirts.
Many of my classmates had
lunch boxes baring images of
their favorite wrestlers. And me
and my buddies would play with
our big rubber wrestling figures
in a proportionately large plastic
wrestling ring.
We children of the '80s had
some rather primitive toys.
Ponder for a moment actually
having to play video games and
having to imagine what the characters looked like, since they
were merely green stick figures.
And,on a side note,just because
you were born in the '80s that
doesn't necessarily make you a
child of the '80s.
By 1989, the wrestling fad
was over. I packed away my
wrestling memorabilia and I had
to become a closet WWF fan.
This continued for years.
Wrestling fans almost spoke in
code so that you could recognize
a fellow closeted fan. No one
dared say too much in front of
mixed company because a nonfan just might laugh you out of
existence. It was even a greater
social taboo than playing
Dungeons & Dragons or collecting those freaky little trolls with
the big hair. No, we were social
outcasts with no one to trust.
Fast forward to 1999 — It
was my first year of college. Not
only were there people who
proudly watched wrestling every
Monday night in their dorm
rooms, but they even talked
about it freely as if it were okay
to watch. I was dumbfounded. I
even dusted off my old
Hulkamania tank top. A bunch
of us would get together now
and again and eat pizza while we
watched the latest goings-on of
See WRESTLE on page 13
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Killswitch Engage performed to an energetic crowd at Ushuaia's Saturday night, during their nation-wide tour.

A high-octane 'switch'from the norm pumps up crowd
By Jesse Davis
Staff Writer
From the 300-plus line going
out the door to the mosh pits,
stage diving and crowd surfing
antics of the concertgoers,
Ushuaia never knew what hit it.
Saturday evening's show, the
last in the Killswitch Engage,
Eighteen Visions and 36
Crazyfists tour, was more
action-packed and energetic than
any show the club had ever seen.
Although the doors opened at
5 p.m., Nobis, the first band on
the bill, had already started playing by the time the back half of
the line made it inside. Some
small mosh pits broke out occasionally, but the atmosphere
remained low key throughout
their short but solid set.
Next to take the stage was
Alaska native 36 Crazyfists.
From the beginning, the crowd
was like putty in vocalist Brock
Lindow's hands. Of course,

mentioning that his favorite
childhood hockey teams always
lost to the Black Bears didn't
hurt. Scathing vocals and a spoton performance kept the crowd
entertained and moving. Adam
guitarist
for
Dutkiewitz,
Killswitch Engage, helped out
by filling in for their bassist,
who was visiting his father who
recently had a heart attack.
Despite his absence, it was, if
anything, even more energetic,
and by the time they left the
stage, the crowd was pumped
and ready for more.
Eighteen Visions was next in
the lineup, and their particular
brand of Orange-County hardcore was just what the show
needed. From their intro music,
taken from the film "Requiem
for a Dream," to their own light
setup that they brought with
them, they added a theatrical
flair to a normally strippeddown style of performance.
"We also brought a fog

James
vocalist
machine,"
Stephen Hart said,"but evidently it's against state law to use
them here." Lack of fog aside,
the backlighting and violently
bright strobe lights kept the eyes
of the crowd locked on the stage.
Once Eighteen Visions finished, the crowd was ready for
blood, and the only words on
their lips were "Killswitch!
Killswitch! Killswitch!" When
the band finally did take the
stage, the roar of cheers was
deafening. During their very
first song, KSE went all out, at
one point bringing Hart onstage
to sing backup, and later bringing two other band members
from Eighteen Visions on each
with a drumstick and a cowbell,
standing on either side of the
stage in a choreographed cowbell bonanza.
Somewhere during the fourth
song, all hell broke loose. First,
two girls passed out and the
police were called. Thankfully,

by the time they arrived, the
girls had regained consciousness
and were alright. Next, someone
climbed up on stage, so one of
guards
security
Ushuaia's
wrapped his arms around the
fan's chest and neck and started
to drag him offstage, to which
vocalist Howard Jones began
yelling at the guard until he
allowed the fan to come back.
There was such a large crowd
putting out enough body heat
that the central air ducts became
saturated with condensation and
began to drip water, almost like
an indoor rain.
After all of this, roughly
halfway through KSE's set, it
was time for a "raffle," as
Dutkiewitz put it. They brought
out a foam boogie-board that
had been used by several of the
band members throughout the
tour, and told the audience that
whoever raised their hand and
answered a question correctly
could have it. It was no surprise.

of course, when the question
was to name any song in rock
history whose main instrument
was cowbell. The winner was
invited to come up onstage and
crowd surf with the board,
which he did when they continued playing.
Finally, it was time for the
last song. This was greeted with
boos and chants for more, and
Jones responded politely with a
"since you put it that way, this
will be our last song." As soon
as they started playing, the
crowd went tints. It was "My
Last Serenade," their first single
from the album "Alive or Just
Breathing" and every concertgoer who knew the words was
singing along at the top of their
lungs.
After all of the insanity and
all of the music, there is no
doubt that this was one of the
best concerts this area has seen
in a long time. Ushuaia will
never be the same.

'Sky Captain' an imaginitive throwback
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
Giant robots, ace fighter
pilots, mad scientists and rocket
ships were commonplace in the
movie serials of the '30s and
'40s. "Sky Captain and the
World of Tomorrow" incorporates these popular elements of
old all into one picture.
For those who don't know, in
the '30s and '40s serials would
air before a feature film. They
would run in approximately 15minute chapters. Each week a
new chapter would play, sometimes drawing people in to see
movies who didn't even care to
go in order to find out what happened next in the serials.
Popular movie serials similar to
"Sky Captain" included "The
Phantom Creeps," "Commando
Cody" and "Captain Midnight."
Filled with adventure, bizarre

science-fiction and the obligatory cliffhanger, movie serials
consistently wowed audiences
for several decades.
• Set in the '30s, Gotham City
has been overrun with giant
robots that are seeking to strip
the world of its natural
resources. As it turns out, these
robots are carrying these tasks
out in major cities all over the
world. An ambitious reporter,
Polly Perkins, played by
Gwyneth Paltrow, is onto the
mystery of the robots' creator.
Polly joins forces with her exflame, the ace fighter pilot,
Captain Joe Perkins, played by
Jude Law. The duo scours the
world in Joe's warplane in hopes
of unraveling the mystery of the
robots.
Writer and director Kerry
Conran is a man so talented that
I don't know which is bigger —
his imagination or his ability to

translate it to the silver screen.
From the opening scene, "Sky
Captain" immerses you into this
familiar yet fantastic- world of
fantasy and adventure. The
movie not only takes on the role
of an old movie, serial, but it
even adopts the style of the old
serials in its sharp editing. The
dissolves, the highlighting of
important text that needs to
stand out to the audience — all
of it takes on a style that has
rarely been attempted in over 50
years. For every "Star Wars" and
"Indiana Jones" that does succeed in this form of filmmaking,
there are dreadful attempts such
COURTESY PHOTO BY MOVIES.COM
as "The Rocketeer" and "The
in the new big-budget
star
Law
Jude
and
Gwyneth
Paltrow
Shadow" to accompany them.
The movie was
Tomorrow."
of
World
the
and
Captain
"Sky
While Law and Paltrow turn
in enjoyable, tongue-in-cheek filmed with actors in front of green-screens, as digital
performances, it is Giovanni images were later imposed on these screens, making it
Ribisi and Angelina Jolie that the first live-action movie to feature fully digital environments.
See MOVIE on page 12
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Bassist for the Brewer-based band Almost Home brought
energy to the stage during Sig Ep's annual Rock Against
Rape concert Saturday.

Deshane said. "We [played for
free] because we figured that if they
can save some money and get some
bands playing, I would rather see
all the money they would make go
to a good cause and not to us playing a half-hour set."
The second band of the evening
was Stoplight Rehearsal, the first
band who enjoyed the drier climate
which continued into the evening.
Continuing with the emo sound of
the evening, their songs included
"Another Love Song" about a
friend named Eric who "wouldn't
stop writing love songs about his
mother" and "This is the Last Emo
Song I'm Writing." Despite their
quality set, members of the audience were hesitant to approach the
stage where the rain had left huge
mud puddles.
"This is a great cause,and we're
happy to play for free," said Mike
Mathien, the lead singer of
Stoplight Rehearsal.
The third band of the night,
southern Maine-based Vague
Valentine changed the tone of the
concert a little by adding some
slower, more Sublime-like tunes to
their set.As the night went on,more
people filtered into the concert, and
lead singer Ben Burgess concluded
their set with a thank you to the
crowd, commenting that this had
been the band's "best crowd ever."
Between the two bands, Robert
Dana,dean of students, made a few
remarks about the event,commenting that this had been"a tremendous
showing on a very important night."
"This is an event that honors the
dignity and Worth of every single
person ... By your coming tonight,
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you are saying that you do not tolerate violence against women, violence against men, or violence in
our community," Dana said.
The fourth band of the night,
Portland-based Headstart, launched
into their set providing the concertgoers who had been trying to keep
warm by shoving their hands in
their pockets with some high-energy rift's to keep them warm.
In the middle of their set.
Headstart announced that they
would sign their whole check over
to Rape Response services,
responding to an article in the.Sept.
16 edition of The Maine Campus.
"This really feels like Bumstock,
only much smaller," commented
lead singer Kevin Kennie.
The last band of the evening was
As Fast As, providing a good synthesis of all the styles of music that
were present at the event.
Rock Against Rape co-coordinator Josh Bridges felt that the
show was a great success, commenting that the "primary goal [of
the event] is to get the message out,
not to raise money." He cited that
other rape awareness events are
often attended by those already
active in rape awareness, but the
concert-goers at this event might be
people who "normally wouldn't
hear the message."
Bridges also felt that the bands
were very good at plugging the
messages between songs, something which bands at past Rock
Against Rape events had not been
as comfortable with.
Eli Young, the other co-coordinator of the event, agreed with
Bridges.
"The huge difference between
[Rock Against Rape] and
Bumstock is that we come with
entertainment and a message,"
Young said.

MOVIE
From Page 11
steal every scene that they are
in. Conran even manipulates
archival footage in order to add
Sir Lawrence Olivier as the
film's villain. All of the performances, however likeable,
play second banana to what
"Sky Captain" is really about:
spectacular computer-genterated
effects. It will take you a good
ten minutes just to remove your
jaw from the floor once the end
credits begin rolling. From the
bird-like futuristic jets to the
Asimov-esque robots, "Sky
Captain" will knock your socks
off in terms of its visuals. The
movie's thin plot actually aids
the movie, as a complicated plot
would have taken away from the
film's inherent innocence and
utter lack of cynicism.
As much as I basked in the
glow of this film's "awesomeness," I'm not completely insensitive to the fact that this movie
isn't everyone's cup of tea.
Some people may just not "get
it" in terms of this movie's corny
style but for those who do — sit
back, eat your popcorn, and
enjoy "Sky Captain and the
World of Tomorrow" because it
is one hell of a ride.
Surely, "Sky Captain" will
join the likes of "Star Trek" and
"Buffy the Vampire Slayer" with
inevitable geek-filled conventions. But somehow women
dressed in military uniforms and
eye-patches,emulating Angelina
Jolie's character, sounds more
attractive than women in homemade Star Fleet uniforms and
plastic Vulcan ears.

Special student rate
at local play theater
By Matt Kearney
Style Editor
The Penobscot Theatre, in
an effort to attract UMaine students to its shows, is offering
student night subscriptions for
the 2004-'05 season. The student night subscriptions costs
$25 and include a reserved seat
for each of the five shows the
theater will host this season.
The special package is available to all UMaine students at
the theater's box office at the
Bangor Opera House through
Thursday, September 23.
The ticket included in a student night subscription package
will be for either
Wednesday or Thursday preview nights, before the show
officially opens on Friday.
The first show of the season
will
be
Bram
Stoker's

News

"Dracula," which opens on
Wednesday, Sept. 22.
"Dracula" will be followed
by "The Crucible," opening
Wednesday, Nov. 3.
"The Smell of the Kill,"
"Long Day's Journey Into
Night" and "Noises Off" will
round out the season.
The package also will
include a coupon for a free
string of bowling or pool
games at the Sports Arena on
outer-Hammond
Street in
Bangor.
Subscriptions are available
in person at The Bangor Opera
House, 131 Main Street in
downtown Bangor or by phone
at 942-3333. A not-for-profit
organization,
Penobscot
Theatre offers a professioal
theater experience and provides the largest arts education
program in the state.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PENOBSCOT THEATRE
Penobscot Theatre's rendetion of "Dracula" kicks off the theater's season, which promises
an ecletic five-show schedule. "Season 2004-05 at Penobscot Theatre promises something for everyone," said Mark Torres, the compays producing artistic diretor.

Soap Box

Have something to add?
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today to become part of
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student organizations. Be
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Thursday night violin-driven
concert knocks students ZOX off

With no introduction, they
launched right into "The Squid," a
song off their first album,"Take Me
Home."
They were not halfway through
the first verse before over a dozen
students had rushed to the front of
the stage dancing, and there they
stayed through the rest of the show,
thrilled by the eclectic rock pouring
from the speakers. ZOX is truly a
revolutionary band, making their
mark on the music industry of
today.
In their last two years on tour,
ZOX have played hundreds of colleges and clubs. Their wild musical ing crowd. The band members
mix of reggae, rock and violin jumped while playing and sang with
sonatas have been well-received all more energy than most people can
over the country, from their home- muster in a whole week.While they
town of Providence, R.I., to the did play a few familiar songs from
Midwest.So it is really quite flatter- their first album, much of the music
ing that when they paused to thank was new material.
Spencer Swain, electric violinist
the crowd, lead singer and guitarist
revealed after the
extraordinaire,
have
Eli Miller stated that they
putting together a
are
they
that
show
legto
up
it
make
to
wanted
always
endary University of Maine in second album for release on the
band's privately-owned 'word label.
Orono.

As he collected and wound amplifier
cables, Swain commented that this
was a prat crowd to play for, and
that the people who were thew had
made it a very fun gig for the band.
The band certainly seemed to be
enjoying the show. The violin and
bass solos on songs like "Ghost
Town,""Rain On Me"and much of
their new material were amazing
examples of musicianship and raw
talent. Their encore,"Canon in D,"
was one of the best live instrumental performances to be had in the
state.
ZOX accomplished something
few groups or individuals could
ever hope to Thursday night. For an
hour and a half, everyone in that
crowd was exuberant. And everyone in that crowd were friends for
the night. Even for the people who
had never listened to ZOX before, it
was a thrilling and moving experience. Some people who had never
heard of the band left with autographed CDs and T-shirts, while
those who were familiar with ZOX
left just thrilled at having seen them
live and shaken hands with them
after the show.
It is a rare occurrence,in this day
and age,to see so many happy people all in one room. ZOX's performance was one of the most pow
erful live performances this campus
has witnessed to date.

era of trash talking, glitzy personas, and pushing the limits of
what can be put on the air.
Wrestling had truly become
From Page 10
what people labeled it as: The
Monday Night Raw or WCW lowest common denominator,
Nitro. I was in heaven. and I was loving every minute of
it. Sadly, after only a few years,
Wrestling was king once again.
the craze died down once again.
grew
I
Hulkster
However, the
It was back to the closet for me.
the
all
longer
no
was
up with
And now it is 2004, and pro
rage. Gone were the days of
oversized neanderthal men who wrestling is once again uncool.
were either covered in hair, face- The WWF isn't even the WWF
paint, or muscles. This was the anymore. The World Wildlife

Fund won a lawsuit against them
so they are now known as the
WWE — World Wrestling
Entertainment. My wrestling
memorabilia is once again
packed away and again I dare
not speak phrases such as "Can
ya' smell what the Rock is
cookin'?" or similar slogans
within earshot of the general
populace. My name is Derek
Francis, and I'm outting myself
as a wrestling fan. It's true, it's
true.

By Erin McNamara
For The Maine Campus
After some confusion as to what
time they were starting, ZOX took
the stage at 8:38 Thursday night.

REVIEW

It was a large crowd they played
for Thursday night, as not even
halfway through the show, there
were well over 100 people there.
The front of the stage became so
crowded that the band stopped
again to ask that the tables and
chairs be removed so everyone
could stand up and dance.
ZOX's enthusiasm and highenergy was matched by the scream-

ZOX's enthusiasm
and high-energy was
matched by the
screaming crowd.

WRESTLE

APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL
with SCOTT DELCOURT, ASSOCIATE DEAN
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The Maine Campus has teamed up ‘‘ith
EA Sports to provide students of t taint'
with the chance to win a copy of
"NASCAK Chase for the ('up 2005."
To be entered in the dra‘‘ing, stop by The
Maine Campus office in the basement of
Memorial Union and fill out an entry
l'orin, including name, phone number,
gaming SS stem preference and ans‘ser the
following trivia question:

What driver has won the
Daytona 500 the most times?
We will give away one copy for
Playstation 2, X-Box and Gamecube.
Check Thursday's edition for results.
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Season starts Wednesday, subscribe now!
Buy a ticket for Student Night and get a free string of
bowling or game of pool at The Sports Arena!
Make a night of it!
STUDENT. Buy a Student Nights Subscription and
receive one reserved seat for each of our five 2004/05
productions for the low, low price of $5 per ticket! Visit
the box office at the Bangor Opera House, 131 Main
Street, for more information, or call 942-3313
Buy tickets online at penobscottheatre.org.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Walk proudly
6 Exasperate
'1 Propelled a raft
14 Funny Chevy
15 Bering'or Ross
16 Asinine
17 Kidney related
18 _ "King" Cole
19 butch cheese
20 Peculiar
21 Chinese fruits
24 Gadgeteer
Popeil
25 Moonlighter's
other work
27 Metal cutters
29 Part of CPU
31 Check
32 Cribbage
markers
35 "Separate
Tables" star
40 Racetrack
tipsters
42 Soak up rays
43 Climb
44 Non-ordinary
particles
47 Wield needles
48 Phone message
49 Unspecified
amount
51 Tender touches
55 Ms. Streisand
59 Regret
60 Most torrid
62 Lip
63 Man from
Teheran
65 Helping hand
66 Armistice
68 Conductor's
stick
69 Cariou or
Berman
70 Gone from the
plate
71 Casual
coinages
72 NASA's ISS
partner
73 Molts
DOWN
1 Young haddock
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Travis
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46 Steals
50 Dull finishes
51 Baby beds
52 Of hearing
53 "Giant" ranch
54 Pens
56 Entirely physical

inuis

57 Sieved into
pellets
58 Prayer endings
61 Writer O'Brien
sequitur
64
67 Cheerleader's
yell
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4 Made in the
5 Inform against
6 Money
everything!
7 Stick 'ern up!
8 Cornell and
Hepburn
9 Footballs
10 Lennon's widow
11 Classic Tierney
film
12 Provide with
funds
13 College VIPs
22 Latin "ditto"
23 Frosted
26 Fairness
28 Stifled laugh
30 Snitch
32 Sch. group
33 Very long period
34 Paunch
36 Large tub
37 Mover's vehicle
38 Lilly or Wallach
39 After expenses
41 Breaking to bits
45 As well

57

WHOOf
LIMPING ON THE BED,

Boy's neighbors plan
intervention, tell him
he's 'really, really white'
ROSEMONT,
Iowa
Neighbors
16-year-old
of
Rosemont, Iowa. resident Jeremy
Kirklinger, began planning an intervention recently with the ultimate
goal of informing the boy that —
however unfair and tragic — he is
and always will be white.
"He's just, like, so convinced
he's black or Mexican or something," said classmate Missy
Stevenson. "Always wearing really
baggy pants that show his boxers
along with the one wife-beater he
got for Christmas from his grandmother a few years ago."
"That gold-plated chains he
bought at the mall don't make it any
better," she added.
While the problem has existed
for quite some time,residents of the
500-plus-citizen town say that the
condition has become worse as of
late, due to a new DirecTV satellite
dish that was recently installed at
the Kirklinger home.
"His parents got this really cool
dish, right, with, like, a billion
channels," said longtime friend
Ricky Nowack. "We really didn't
think it was a big deal until he realizedthat he got BET on Channel 64
now. It was all downhill from
there."
Upon realizing that he could
now tune into Black Entertainment
Television 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, Kirklinger took his
behavior to as-of-yet unseen levels,
according to several acquaintances,
even beginning to insist that he be
addressed as "K-Funk" by friends
and family.
"K-Funk?" asked Stevenson.
"He sounds like he's one step away
from a Marky Mark and the Funky
Bunch reunion tour."
Rosemont residents have held
several town meetings to address
various aspects of the issue,ranging
from the loud, obscured Ja Rule
bass that can be heard blasting from
Kirklinger's 1989 Honda Civic
with a factory-installed sound system, to his recent practice of referring to all women as "hos" and "my
bitch," even extending the references to his 64-year-old social studies teacher, Mrs. Albright.
, "At first I didn't really understand what he was saying," said
Albright. "When some of the other
students in his class informed me
what he meant by Big Booty Ho
though,I was outraged. Plus,I really think he need to pull up his.pants."
The planned intervention calls
for Kirklinger to be addressed by
several of his closer friends and
family members who will politely
inform him of not only his skin
color, but also of his primarily
German heritage.
"Hell," said 57-year-old fellow
Rosemont resident Tom Hallwith,
"It'd almost be better if he were trying to claim he was a member of the
Master Race or something. At least
then the music would probably be a
little better."
"Actually," added Hallwith, "it
would probably be just as horrible."
If the initial steps fall though,
there are several contingency plans

Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
which include, but are not limited
to: forcing the boy to attend nearly
a dozen NASCAR races and NHL
games,the forced viewing of nearly
a week's worth of TNN programming, and replacing the boys entire
wardrobe with Carhartt and Levi's
brand clothing.
"If that don't straighten that boy
out," said Hallwith,"Nothing will."

Pope decries Catholics,
Catholicism in general
as 'really lame'
ROME — In a move that has
left most of the free world in a tailspin and literally millions of deeply
religious and spiritual people
around that globe confused and
shaken, the pope announced
Tuesday he thinks "Catholicism
and most of the people who practice
it are really lame."
"What a bunch of brain-washed
idiots," said the Pope.
Citing a variety of things, such
as what he called "aerobic worship," the pope renounced his position as head of one of the world's
largest religion and financially
encompassing organizations.
"Sit, stand, kneel, sit, kneel,
stand, pray,sit, stand. Morons," the
pope was quoted as saying.
"There's no way I want to be at the
head of a group of retards that big."
The comments are having dramatic effects the world-over, as
attendance in Catholic churches
reaches an historical low.
"I just don't know how he could
do it," said Maria Giovanni, a
housewife and mother of four from
New York. "He's always been such
a good man. It must be the Pole in
him coming out. Damn Poles.
Damn Dutch curse."
After making his remarks from
his famous balcony in the Vatican,
reports say the pope flipped the
bird, with both hands,to a crowd of
an estimated 5,000 people.
Translations vary, but it is believed
that his holiness then screamed,
"Blow me!" to the masses below.
Other Christian denominations
all over the world are feeling the
resulting pressure as former
Catholics depart from their once
cherished practice. Protestant and
Lutheran attendance in the U.S.
alone has risen 468 percent, with
many of the newcomers relishing in
their newly chosen brand of faith,
frequently calling the pope a "total
bastard."
"We've hated the Catholics for
years," said Protestant minister Eric
Montague. "It's nice to see so many
people making the right decision."
Officials say that the Vatican
will remain closed indefinitely
while the world's remaining
Catholics try to figure out "what
they hell they're going to do with
themselves" and all their free time.
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Maine won 2-1 in douEYE ON THE BALL — Captain Liz Mendall and a Maine teammate surround Dartmouth's captain during the home game, which
ble overtime. Maine's next game is Friday against UMBC at Morse Field.

Field hockey registers surprising upset of Harvard
the top 25 themselves, blanked
Harvard 2-0 in the nailbiting
upset. They followed up the
victory with a 1-0 loss
Harvard
of the
members
The
of
University
the
to
field
hockMaine
University of
ey team knew they had their Massachusetts on Sunday.
Maine scored early against
work cut out for them when
when senior Traci
Harvard
they took on Harvard on
her second goal
scored
Rainone
a
was
got
Saturday. What they
unassisted.
season
of
the
no.
the
of
shutout
hard fought
Both goalkeepers would
16 team in the nation. The
Black Bears, who are ranked in keep the hall out of their respecBy Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus

....4
(We are looking for people who like people.)

me get through colleg--and now I'm on the fast-track to success.
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MBNA helped

New Account Specialists
*Convenient schedules
'Performance-based incentives
*Length-of-service pay increasest
tBased on continued good standing with the company

Harvard outplayed Maine for was their first of the season.
much of the game. In the first They are now 1-6. Maine, who
half, they out shot the Black came in riding a four game winBears 10-1, but Maine allowed ning streak, fell to 6-3.
The game was scoreless until
them to get just one shot off in
the second half. Harvard also UMass junior Patricia Borneo
held the advantage in penalty scored an unassisted goal with
just 4:30 remaining in regulacorners 13-3.
In their second game in as tion to give the Minutewomen
many days, the Black Bears the win. Maine could not capiwere unable to find the net. The talize on several scoring opporvictory for the Minutewomen tunities in the second half.
The Black Bears begin their
conference schedule on Friday
at home against the University
of Maryland-Baltimore County.
The game is scheduled to start
at 5:00 p.m. on Morse Field.
For students enrolled in the
They play the following day,
also at home, against Rhode
BRIDGE PREMIUM HEALTH CARE PLAN
Island at 2 p.m.

tive nets for nearly the rest of
the game, until Harvard goalkeeper Aliaa Remtilla, saw a
tally squeak by with little time
left in the match. With just 5:45
remaining, sophomore Joanna
Fernandes scored the first goal
of her career, putting the game
away for Maine. The goal came
on a penalty corner. Jamie
Morin picked up the win in the
shutout.

FREE 30-MINUTE MASSAGE!

Therapeutic massage available for students, staff and
faculty Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday by appointment
at Cutler Health Center.

For more information, call
(2071866-0700
or email Barbara.Streamsambna.com
MBNA
16 Godfrey Drive
Orono, ME 04473
VM'repmmitereanFqnmErnpowneriOnv ,.,-,
.folertary Affirmative Actloe Emplowx.

Access RelayHealth or call 581-4179 today
Come see Cyndy Ingalls or Michael Beale, State
Licensed, Nationally Certified massage therapists.
Therapeutic massage can help reduce stress and prevent
or help you recover from injury.
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Men's rugby dominated in season opening match
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
rugby team opened its season
on mud-soaked Lengyel field
on Saturday with dissapointing
results. In front of their home
fans in the pouring rain., the
Black Bears were defeated by
a tough Farmington team 15-0.
The Black Bears were
roughed up in the loss. All 15 of
Farmington's points came in the
first half. The second half,
although just as muddy, went a
little better than the first. Maine
held the Beavers, who are now
1-0, scoreless in the second half.
"It was a pretty rough
game," said junior Matthew

UM V. BATES
SATURDAY, SEPT 25
LEWISTON
Jones. "We definitely stepped
it up in the second half."
The Beavers scored on three
tries, which are five points
each, and missed each of their
kick after attempts.
The b-side game, which featured Maine's younger players
and rookies, went a little better. Maine scored first, taking a
5-0 lead, when freshman back
Jeff King scored the first
points of his career with the
five point try. Chris Lebrun
would miss on the two-point
kick. The teams combined in
the two games were 0 for, 7
kicking on the day. Farmington
would ultimately end up on top
15-5.
"We played well," said junior Christopher Petersen. "A
lot of people are still learning
the game. We scored first and
we were pretty happy about
that. What lost it for us was

HISTORY
From Page 16
cepted Conner at the Maine twoyard line on MSU's next drive.
"I thought that the difference
in the game was what we did in
the second quarter," said
Cosgrove. "Agean Robinson's
[forced fumblel and John
Baumgartner's interception were
very aggressive football plays."
Defensive coordinator Rich
Nagy and his troops put great
confusion in to the Dogs' offense
when the teams left the field at the
end of the half.
On Maine's second possession
of the third quarter, Marcus
Williams rushed for 24 of his
team high 58 yards, to help begin
a six play, 29-yard scoring drive.
The drive ended with a Mike
Mellow 31-yard field goal with
5:20 left in the quarter.
"We went into halftime knowing that we had dodged some bullets," said Cosgrove. "As the second half began we got more confident and made the plays to win
the game."
The winning score came late in
the fourth after Baumgartner
forced Fred Reid to fumble in the
end zone, creating a touchback
for Maine. The play set up an 80yard drive. Ron Whitcomb twice
connected with wideout Ryan

CAMPUS PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER

HEAVEHO- UMaine's Mike Groth is heaved into the air by Pete Fournier during a line-out in the loss, Saturday at Lengyel
Field. The Black Bears next match is on the road against Bates.
just the inexperience. It was a
good for first game for a lot of
these guys, and we'll just step
it up next time."
While there were no notable

injuries in the a-side game, pital after the game in an
forward Richard Boyce was ambulance to be checked for a
injured during the b-side game. possible concussion.
He was kicked in the back of
Now 0-1, the Black Bears
the head and taken to the hos- will take on Bates next

Waller-3 catches,49 yards— for when that play was called," said
a 20-yard pass on the first play of McMahan."I knew from the prethe possession, and again six vious plays that we ran that I
snaps later, this time for 25 yards. would be open.I just ran my route
With time winding down just the way that I am supposed to run
inside the three-minute mark, it and [Whitcomb] threw a good
Whitcomb, who has the luxury of ball to me, low, where nobody
choosing from several talented else could get it."
"I've always been relaxed in
the two-minute drills," said
Whitcomb. "Our team just never
stopped. I give credit to our
receivers."
The MSU offense had two
more opportunities, and needed
just a field goal to steal the win.
But the Maine defense is called
"The Black Hole" for a reason.
"It was hard to get tired when
the intensity level was so high,"
said Brandon McGowan, who led
the team with 12 tackles.
After each game, WZON-AM
radio hands out player of the
game honors. On Saturday, the
Jack Cosgrove,
whole Maine defense received the
head coach
award.
football
"We had big performances
from a lot of people, offensively
and defensively, when we needed
it," said Cosgrove. "It's a great
win for us. It is a great reward for
a lot of hard work."
receivers, found Kevin McMahan
This week the Bears have a
in the end zone for six. After a bye. and will see action when the
blocked extra point attempt, team travels to Delaware to play
Maine was up 9-7 and on pace for the defending national champions
a history-making victory.
Oct. 2 to play its first conference
"A smile came over my face game of the season.

"As the second half
began we got more
confident and made
the plays to win the
game."

THRILLER
From Page 16
were able to tie the game as Justin
Schultz scored off a direct kick from
30 yards out to beat Chad Mongeon
for a 2-2 score.
Despite the two goals given up
by the Black Bears in regulation,the
Black Bear defense was able to shut

Saturday at 1:00 p.m. in
Lewiston. Then they play on
Oct. 2 at Colby, before coming
home for their season finale on
Oct. 9 against Bowdoin.

down Manhattan allowing the
Jaspers only one shot on goal for the
remainder of the game.
One trend the Black Bears were
able to carry over from their loss to
Sacred Heart was their physical
presence. There were 33 fouls committed, 15 of them belong to the
Black Bears.
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FOR SALE
Candy vending route for sale.
50 all cash high traffic locations. $18,000 annual income.
Cost $3,000 1-800-568-1392 or
www.vendingthatworks.com

Guaranteed Highest Commision,
Free Trips & Great for Resume
Your pay equas your efforts
AMERICAN STUDENT
Vacations 1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info

TRAVEL
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian
Tropic Break 2005 Travel
Program
Represent an American Ecpress
"Student Travel" Comapny

Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. to place your classified
advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com

The big game down south
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
On Saturday, the 2004
University of Maine football team
forever left its mark on the history
of Maine athletics. Call it the "night
Maine drove old Dixie down." In a
classic duel, the Black Bears outlasted the Mississippi State
Bulldogs to gamer their first victory
against a division 1-A opponent in
school history. Defying every media
pundit on the east coast,Maine traveled down to Mississippi to play
what some thought would be a J.V.
matchup for MSU and actually
came back with a victory.
Now,only a mere 48 hours after
the outcome of the game flashed on
every sports ticker in America,
Maine followers and foes have a
moment to digest what this victory
really means.
First, let it be known that any
victory against a team that hails
from the Southeastern Conference
is going to attract attention.
However,with the newly appointed
Sylvester Croom at the helm of
MSU, there is guaranteed to be a
large press corps following along.
So, with the victory Maine is automatically going to be thrown into
the spotlight. The question is: How

much will that spotlight matter?
For the next several days. the
Black Bears will be known as "that
school that beat the big dogs."
However, the victory won't carry
any importance unless Maine capitalizes on the moment. A victory
like this can be used as a big selling
point for the university when bringing in recruits. The recruiting system is often as critical as a regular
season. Now that Maine has collected this win, they can use it as a
major tool when they try to attract
the next big recruit into Orono.
Without such a victory,future players may be more attracted to opposing schools within the Atlantic 10
conference. This has been the fact
before, where quality players have
been lured in by schools with more
prominent post-season records in
the division 1-AA playoffs.
It also attracts attention locally.If
Maine's victory generates the necessary buzz in-state, then future
home games this season will attract
an attendance that has long eluded
Maine. College football in Maine
may never have been more appealing after this big win.
However,in the grand scheme of
things, how does this victory affect
the Black Bear regular season? The
answer is that it does nothing for the

regular season. The sad truth of the
matter is that unless the victory
pushes Maine into an exciting win
steak, it didn't really help that
much. The critics will say that all
this hype over the victory was
unwarranted unless the team makes
a successful) run in the playoffs.
Maine must now prove they are as
good as the victory hints. Another
issue doubters will definately hop
on is the fact that MSU is at the bottom of the conference and have
been for the past four years. In fact,
they have a history of being just
middle-of-the-pack throughtout
much of the program's history. But
to those doubters I say: What conference are we talking about? The
SEC — yes, the same conference
that is likely to give us the National
champion this year. And the same
conference that has been a fixture in
the big bowl for the past 20 years.
Whatever your take on the big
victory is, just take a step back
and savor the moment. Relish in
the fact that the underdog won.
That underdog being your university, get a little proud and
enjoy this rare opporunity to
boast to southern football fans. I
know I will, and I know I will
always remember where I was
when Maine shocked the south.

The University of Maine
women's soccer team continued
to show their weaknesses this
week when they headed to the

mid-Atlantic to face Seton Hall
and Marist. In a hard fought battle against Seton Hall the Black
Bears fell 1-0 on Friday, picking
up their second loss in three
games.
"Teams exposed our deficiencies," said head coach Scott
Atherley.
"Being exposed is not a good
feeling with a new team,the players have many tendencies that I
need to learn yet."
Heading into the match, the
Black Bears were coming off a

big tie with Cal Poly. Maine was
hoping to find their scoring
touch that had been prominent in
the first two weeks of the season.
Instead,they found themselves in
a frustrating game against a quality Big East opponent.
The Black Bears outshot the
Pirates 14-9 in the losing cause.
Seton Hall's lone goal came on a
play that has troubled Maine all
season. The Pirates' Beth
Troutman scored on a rebound
off the crossbar in the 15th
minute to give the pirates the
lead for good. Maine's offensive became even more suspect
in the shutout. The Black Bears
have scored once in their last
three games.
"This season we have more
competition," said Goalkeeper
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Theatre
Season starts Wednesday, subscribe now!
Buy a ticket for Student Night and get a free string of
bowling or game of pool at The Sports Arena!
Make a night of it!
STUDENTS! Buy a Student Nights Subscription and
receive one reserved seat for each of our five 2004/05
productions for the low, low price of $5 per ticket! Visit
the box office at the Bangor Opera House, ii Main
Street, for more information, or call 942-3
Buy tickets online at penobscottheatre.org.
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PATRIOTS
CORNER
By Andrew Knapp
For The Maine Campus

This season, the New been able to win those close
England Patriots have a chance games. Brady may not have the
to become the first back-to- strongest arm or the swiftest
back Super Bowl Champions feet, but he continually Cbmes
since the 1997-98 Denver through in the clutch — a fact
Broncos. There's only one that is proven by his 7-0 record
thing standing in their way — in overtime. Don't expect that
streak to end this season either.
the curse.
No, we're not talking about However, if the defense can't
Babe Ruth. We're talking about stop the running game, it will
the hex that seems to be plague eventually catch up to them.
New England has won 16
every reigning champion's
quest for a repeat. In the 38- games in a row. It's been so
year history of the NFL, only long since they lost a game that
seven teams have achieved the many of the players forgot what
it's like to lose. And the Pats
feat.
So while the task may be dif- shouldn't know what that's like
ficult, it isn't impossible. In the again until at least the fifth
five years since the Broncos' week of the season when they
last championship ring, the face the Seattle Seahawks in
Patriots have the best chance of what should be another chalany team to repeat. After all, lenging game. The abilities of
they've won two of the last quarterback Matt Hasselbeck to
three titles and have built as go deep on the Pats' secondary
much of a dynasty that is possi- and running back Shaun
ble in the modern era of foot- Alexander's ability to rack up
the yards will result in a true
ball.
There's only one thing the test. The game will be serve as a
Patriots need to repeat: defense, tell-all for the remainder of the
Patriots' season.
specifically, a run defense.
The Pat's, however, have
champiwins
Defense
onships. In the 2002 Super numerous offensive weapons
Bowl, the Patriots stopped St. they can use to break the conLouis running back Marshall secutive win record of 18
Tanya Adorn°,"I get more shots Faulk and pounded quarterback games. The addition of running
and kept very busy."
Kurt Warner in a game that ulti- back Corey Dillon will give
Adorn° saw a total of six shots mately ended Warner's career Belichick more leeway with the
on goal Friday. The Bears strong with the Rams. That game epit- play calling. With Cincinnati
defense continued to keep them omized the Patriots' 2001-'02 going through 13 quarterbacks
in the match, giving up just one season. The following season, in the past 14 years, Dillon was
however, the defensive line the man for the Bengals. most
goal.
The Black Bears, however, crumbled at the legs of oppos- games were placed on Dillon's
responded to the loss with a ing running backs. Sure, quar- shoulders and legs. As a result,
thrilling 2-1 victory against terback Tom Brady finished he acquired an attitude — a bad
Marist on Sunday. Maine -second in the league with 28 one, at that. Look for a change
knocked. off Marist College touchdown passes that season, now that he has joined Brady.
behind the stellar goalkeeping of but without a defense, his team He will undoubtedly be able to
Adonio. Leading scorer Marie didn't even make the playoffs. keep that head in check. So
Andree Canuel struck home a Last year, New England led the now that the Pats have a good
goal midway through the first NFL with just 238 points running back and quarterback,
half, giving the Bears a 1-0 lead. allowed and a turnover ratio of they will be able to confuse
The goal is Canuel's eighth of the +17 and allowed only one 100- defenses even more. Pass or
season. Marist countered,scoring yard rusher en route to its sec- throw the ball, they're both
strengths for New England this
a goal early in the second half. ond title.
Following their first champi- time around. As a large back,
Deidre Murray buried a well set
up goal to tie the game at 1-1. onship, backs like Priest Dillon can provide those two
Half way through the second half Holmes, LaDainian Tomlinson yards at the goal line or break it
Maine got their break when and Clinton Portis would run cir- outside for a long run. Former
Striker Erin Corey broke free and cles around New England's back Antowain Smith didn't
buried the eventual game winner, defensive line, while scaring the have either of these skills. He
giving the Black Bears the victo- Patriots' safeties out of their didn't have that slashing runtheir speed. ning style with the ability to
with
ry over the Red Foxes. The Bears shoes
out shot their opponents by a total However, the Pats are worried make quick cutbacks. You
of 10-7 in the game. Adorn° more about their line than their could usually count on him for
came up with six big saves, help- backfield this season. The run short yardage, but on third-anding the Bears improve their defense starts at the line of ten, Belichick would have to
scrimmage, and the defensive rely more on Brady for a pass
record to 5-2-1.
line looked liked Swiss cheese at over their middle or a quick
times during the Patriots opener screen pass to a receiver.
With all these options, the
with the Indianapolis Colts.
can truly be unprePatriots
game
that
least,
To say the
play.
every
on
dictable
Edgerrin
sign.
good
a
not
was
for 142 yards, and Belichick's genius combined
rushed
James
From Page 16
the Colts ran for 202 yards with these weapons should make
enteenth overall. The other point total. If the Patriots are to the Pats one mean wrecking
scorers for Maine were Erin repeat as champions, this has to machine on offense this season.
But let's face it—the Pats
Lawler, Teig Choroszy,Charlotte be the first and only time the
defense surrenders such impres- won't win every game. They
1-lowley and Jessica Hudec .
have bull's-eyes on their helNext up, the Black Bears will sive numbers.
mets. They're the team to beat.
followIn a press conference
host the 13th Annual Murray
Seahawks, Chiefs, Ravens,
the
Bill
coach
game,
on
October ing the
Keatinge Invitational
2. The men begin competition at Belichick said, "It was a good Rams and Jets. Expect them to
11:00 a.m, with the women start- football game,unless you coach finish with a 13-3 record and
another division title. And with
ing following at 12:00 p.m. The the defense."
There is no question the Brady's 6-0 record in the post
race field includes twelve teams
in the men's race and eleven in defensive-minded coach will drill season,look out the Patriots are
his defense until they get it right. coming, the Patriots are comthe women's race.
In the past, the Patriots have ing!

Women's soccer earns mixed results
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
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Maine shocks MSU in historic victory
opportunities to win," said MSU
head coach Sylvester Croom.
"What I did not was do a good
The University of Maine enough job of
Black Bears shocked the heart of telling them that
division of 1-A football on this Maine team
Saturday, stunning a cowbell- would play for
ringing crowd of 43,486 and 60 minutes and
proving to the deep south that they were capathis division 1-AA team was no ble of winning."
The win is arguably the
pushover. The Bears upset a
young Mississippi State team 9- biggest in the program's history.
7 in a match that will go down as Before this game, Maine had not
beaten a 1-A football team, nor
of the program's greatest wins.
played a team of the highly
told
them
that
we
had
"I
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer

renowned
South
Eastern
Conference.
"I am not going to rank this
win," said head coach Jack
Cosgrove in the post game press
conference. "I will say that this
is very special."
MSU appeared first on the
scoreboard with just over three
minutes to play in the first quarter. Sophomore quarterback
Omarr Conner found Eric Butler
on a third-and-twelve situation,
for an 18-yard touchdown pass.
The Bulldogs moved the chains

68 yards in seven plays.
However, that was the end of
scoring for the Bulldogs. From
there on out, Maine's defense had
an answer each time MSU
reached the red zone.
"Basically, when we got it in
the red zone, we did not show
up," said Croom. "They wanted
to stop us more than we wanted
to get in."
With ten minutes left in the
half, Keith Andrews attempted a
32-yard field goal after Jermaine
Walker and Brandon McGowan

sacked Conner, forcing MSU
into a fourth down from the 15.
The attempt went wide left.
The Black Hole's next attack
came when linebacker Agean
Robinson, who finished with
eight tackles, forced a fumble at
the Maine three-yard line, after
Conner completed a pass to Eric
Butler. Robinson recovered the
ball ending the seven-yard drive.
John Baumgartner also halted
a possible score when he interSee HISTORY on Page 14

Rugby in the Rain

Men's
soccer
wins
thriller
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
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SLIPPERY TASK-UMaine's fullback Chase Guarino brings the ball forward in an attempt to score and put the Black Bears
on the score board. In the season opener Maine fell to UMaine-Farmington at Lengyel Field. See story on page 14.

Cross country teams grab big attention in Mass.
Men's squad comes home with 1st place finish in UMass invite, women's team grabs 3rd place finish
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
With little fanfare and barely
any attention, the University of
Maine cross country teams continued to succeed while avoiding
the limelight. On a weekend that
seemed to foreshadow the
impending fall season, the Black
Bears arrived at the University of
cross
Masschusetts-Amherst
country invitational hoping to
announce their emergence as one

of the regions perennial powers.
The Black Bears achieved just
that with a convincing first place
finish in the invite.
Maine placed three runners in
the top five to win the event on
Saturday, while the women's
team finished third overall. The
Maine men's team finished with
29 points,followed by the second
place finisher UMass ,32, and
Vermont ,69. The women's team
had 72 points, while UMass finished first with 29 points, and

Vermont was second with 31
points.
Mike Lansing led the field
with an impressive time of 22:55
on the 4.75-mile course to snatch
first place overall. Jeff Caron, the
Black Bear's main man, finished
fourth with a time of 23:15. Caron
was followed by Kirby Davis at
23:15 in fifth place. Placing third
for Maine was Andy Caron, who
garnered seventh place overall
with a time of 23:27. Donald
Drake, Josh Trevino and Jon

McGonagle rounded out the scoring for the Black Bears on the
afternoon.
In the women's competition,
Kristen Vidlak earned the title of
top Black Bear finisher with a
time of 18:45 over the three mile
course. Her explosive time earned
her a ninth place finish overall.
Shelby Howe came out with a top
ten finish as well, coming in with
a time of 18:53. Miranda Szwec
had a time of 19:35 to finish sevSee INVITE on Page 15

If the old adage that defense wins
championships is true, then the
University of Maine men's soccer
team should have a good season.
Maine left back Adam Chenault
provided the game-winning goal in
overtime as the Black Bears defeated the Manhattan Jaspers 3-2 on
in
Sunday
NeWark, NJ. The UM
3
game was supMAN
2
posed to be played
Manhattan.
at
however,the venue was changed to
Newark due to bad field conditions.
With 22 seconds remaining in the
second period of overtime, the
Black Bears were able to apply pressure allowing Chenault to get a shot
off. After his first shot was knocked
away, he was able to get his own
rebound and put the shot home for
the Black Bear's second win of the
season.
With the win,Maine improved to
2-2-1 after a 2-1 loss at the hands of
Sacred Heart on Friday.
The Black Bears were able to
flex their offensive muscles early in
the game as midfielder Kevin
Forgett knocked in his second goal
of the season off a Cooper Friend
comer in the 13th minute for a 1-0
lead. More than ten minutes later
Friend was able to find Justin
Stockfor who sniped a shot past
Jasper keeper Collin Leaver for a 20 lead.
The Black Bears outshot
Manhattan with a season-high 36
shots compared to the Jaspers' 10.
In the 33rd minute, the Black
Bears surrendered the first Jasper
goal of the afternoon to push the
score 2-1. Maine conceded an own
goal after trying to clear out a
Manhattan miss.
In the second half, the Jaspers
See THRILLER on Page 14

